
Wire feeding ability：4,000 mm/s
TRD510 can feed the wire by 10 m/s and process a cutting 
length of 5,000 mm .
Bringing out the machine original maximum ability.

Simple Setting of the wire
Setting is simple by turning the wire to pulleys.

The wire is prevented from running off by large-sized
flange and appropriate measuring speed control.

Accumulator



Following long cutting length

■Outside Dimension(Unit︓mm)

■ 特 ⻑

Wire feeding ability︓4,000 mm/s

Installed under the machine Setting and tension adjustment of the wire is simple

Setting is simple by the 
independent control system
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Wire 
terminating 
Machines

Maximum cutting 
length

TRD510 Approx. 5,000 mm

TRD701 Approx. 4,000 mm

Wire inletWire inlet

TRA4000TRA4000

TRD510TRD510

Model Accumulator

Type TRA4000

Wire supply Wire spool

Wire feeding ability Max. 4,000mm/s 

Adaptable wire size Standard wire size︓0.13sq 〜 2sq *1

Direction of the wire intake Upper side/lower side selectable*2

Power source AC100〜115VAC or AC200〜240VAC
50/60Hz Single-phase

Air source 0.5 ±0.1 MPa

Main body dimension 1200mm(W) × 500mm(L) × 870mm(H)
（by Pulley surface）

Weight Approx.70㎏

●Setting is simple 
by turning the wire
to pulleys.

●Large-diameter 
flange is adopted
for prevention 
from the wire  
running off.

●The wire tension system 
with the air cylinder is installed.

●The wire tension of  
0.13sq to 2sq can be adjusted  
by air pressure.

●The pressure adjustment is  
simple by knob dial.

●Air and power supply are 
connected.

●The connection with the wire 
terminating Machines is not 
necessary.

Air supply

Power supply

Wire Spool Unit              
(Upper side/lower side)

※ Measuring speed 
TRD510：10m/s
TRD701：12m/s

※ Depending on the type of the wire.

＊1: The applicable wire is indication. Not running by the kind of the wire.
＊2: The bobbin size that is bigger than P-30 is not installed.

●Specifications and dimensions are subject to change without notice.

Wire Processing Systems Dept. Industrial Machinery Systems Div.
3-2-43, Shitte, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, 230-0003, Japan
Phone: +81-45-584-1321 FAX: +81-45-584-1320
http://www.shinmaywa.co.jp/awp/index.htm

■ Standard Specifications


